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Abstract—The cloud native approach is rapidly transforming

how applications are developed and operated, turning monolithic

applications into microservice applications, allowing teams to

release faster, increase reliability, and expedite operations by

taking full advantage of cloud resources and their elasticity.

At the same time, “fog computing” is emerging, bringing the

cloud towards the edge, near the end user, in order to increase

privacy, improve resource efficiency, and reduce latency. Com-

bining these two trends, however, proves difficult because of

four fundamental disconnects between the cloud native paradigm

and fog computing. This article identifies these disconnects and

proposes a fog native architecture along with a set of design

patterns to take full advantage of the fog. Central to this

approach is turning microservice applications into microservice

workflows, constructed dynamically by the system using an

intent-based approach taking into account a number of fac-

tors such as user requirements, request location and available

infrastructure and microservices. The architecture introduces a

novel softwarized fog mesh facilitating both inter-microservice

connectivity, external communication, and end-user aggregation.

Our evaluation analyses the impact of distributing microservice-

based applications over a fog ecosystem, illustrating the impact of

CPU and network latency and application metrics on perceived

Quality of Service of fog native workflows compared to the

cloud. The results show the fog can offer superior application

performance given the right conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cloud native paradigm advocates for developing ap-
plications and network services to run intrinsically in the
cloud, rather than merely transitioning to it [1], [2]. The
objective is to realize applications at scale and provide ca-
pabilities including dynamic scaling, automatic recovery and
seamless roll-out. This requires turning monolithic applica-
tions into microservice applications [3] by decomposing them
into self-contained components interconnected by Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs). The added complexity of
managing microservices has been widely studied [4], [5],
[6]. The considerable increase in message exchange between
microservices, however, has been largely overlooked because
it has not posed a major challenge given cloud providers’ tight
control over internal network bandwidth and latency.

At the same time, more and more companies are combining
cloud applications with edge computing [7]. The Netflix

Fig. 1. The OpenFog reference architecture showing a three-tier fog connected
by a softwarized network controllable by management functions.

Open Connect program, for example, invites ISPs to place
Netflix caching servers in the edge, in order to increase
user experience and decrease strain on the network. These
capabilities are opened up to a much broader industry by fog
computing, which extends the cloud towards the edge. This
creates a new economic market where even small players can
run applications over a mixture of cloud and edge resources.
This enables application developers to increase privacy [8]
and reducing latency [9], and helps ISPs to ensure more
efficient resource usage. On a technical level, this is enabled by
providing both cloud and edge resources in a unified platform
such as the OpenFog reference architecture [10] shown in
Figure 1.

Taking full advantage of the fog requires an approach sim-
ilar to cloud native paradigm. Naively applying this paradigm
and tools to the fog, however, results in inefficient resource
utilization and sub-optimal compute distribution; potentially
negating the proximity benefits of the fog. These possibly
counter-productive results are caused by a number of cloud
native assumptions which do not always hold true in the fog.

• The cloud is relatively homogeneous and seamlessly
hides the specifics of the underlying infrastructure from
the end user, while the fog is inherently heterogeneous,
accompanied with operational complexity.

• While clouds have an overabundance of relatively cheap
resources, resource constraints become more apparent
closer towards the edge of the fog.

• While clouds offer reliable low-latency and high-
bandwidth communication between internal nodes, fog
nodes are fully distributed and connected by a network
with highly variant latency and bandwidth.

• The cloud is central with a relatively limited number of
geographical locations, while the fog is dispersed with ac�2022 IEEE
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much higher number of geographical compute locations
offered by edge tiers.

Current efforts applying cloud native technologies to the
edge do not fully address these issues. KubeFed, for example,
allows creating federations of Kubernetes clusters, but is
focused on the cloud instead of the fog. KubeEdge aims to
shrink Kubernetes to fit on edge nodes, but does not address
the fog’s operational complexity and dispersion.

This paper identifies four fog native challenges and pro-
poses an architecture that instigates a paradigm shift by
defining applications as microservice workflows, constructed
dynamically using intent-based matching of user requirements.
This microservice workflow is an evolution from Service
Function Chaining of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs),
addressing its limitation of hard dependencies. This approach
also provides better alignment with cloud-native norms and
offers uniform representation of ‘logic-execution’ elements in
the fog. Moreover, the architecture introduces a novel fog
mesh enabling seamless internal/external communication and
flexible grouping of end-users. The architecture is evaluated
in terms of distributing workflows over the fog to provide a
baseline assessment on the impact of heterogeneity as well as
the characteristics of microservices in a workflow on QoS and
resource utilization.

This paper starts off by identifying four disconnects between
cloud native and the fog in Section II. Section III introduces
the fog native architecture addressing these challenges. Sec-
tion IV outlines a pathway towards implementation through a
sample use case. Section V provides a baseline assessment of
workflow performance in the fog. Finally, Section VI draws
conclusions and outlines future work.

II. DISCONNECT BETWEEN CLOUD NATIVE AND THE FOG

This section identifies four key incompatibilities between
cloud native and the fog. They stem from four assumptions
about the underlying infrastructure and context that do not
hold true in the fog.

A. Operational Complexity
Clouds present themselves as relatively homogeneous of-

ferings, allowing developers to reason about what products
and infrastructure to use for building an application. As a
result, cloud applications are designed as rigidly connected mi-
croservices described using desired-state models [2]. Although
these descriptions often use over-simplified assumptions of
underlying operational complexity, this is not an issue in the
relatively homogeneous-looking cloud.

The fog, however, is inherently heterogeneous from a devel-
oper standpoint. Providers cannot abstract away the underlying
complexity because nodes have varying capabilities and avail-
ability of functionality is highly dependent on location, fog
tier, and current resource usage [7]. Designing applications for
a common denominator risks losing out on an untapped wealth
of useful-but-not-ubiquitous features of fog nodes. Moreover,
since resources in the fog are not infinitely scalable, design-
time assumptions about infrastructure availability might not
hold true anymore when the application is deployed.

B. Resource constraints
Clouds offer the illusion of infinite capacity at a relatively

cheap price. Consequently, cloud native technologies do not
necessarily optimize resource usage. Service meshes, for ex-
ample, typically duplicate the number of containers needed to
run a microservice application [4]. These meshes are dedicated
infrastructure layers that manage communication between
microservices to improve observability, control and security
of inter-microservice communication. They commonly use a
“sidecar” approach in which each containerized microservice
is accompanied by a containerized proxy which acts as an
intermediate in all communications for that microservice. This
approach works without code changes to the microservices
themselves, but introduces significant resource overhead.

These inefficiencies are generally tolerable in a cloud envi-
ronment with abundant resources. The fog, however, has strict
constraints on resource consumption [7] that may not tolerate
such waste.

C. Latency
Clouds offer reliable internal networks which enable low-

latency and high-bandwidth communication between nodes.
As a result, many cloud schedulers do not consider inter-
service dependencies and network latency when placing ser-
vices because their impact on performance is often negligible.
This is not the case in the fog, however, due to its heteroge-
neous and turbulent internal network latency. As the evaluation
in Section V shows, not taking into account inter-service
dependencies and network parameters during scheduling of
microservices in the fog results can negate much of the locality
benefits of the fog.

A second issue arises in common cloud native patterns
such as API gateways [5], which sit between a client and
a microservice application, acting as the ingress endpoint for
all external connections [6]. This pattern enables microservice
applications to use asynchronous communication internally,
and centralizes concerns such as compression, response ag-
gregation and authorization [5]. However, given the aim of
the fog is to bring compute closer to the edge, centralized
gateways are antithetical to it, negating the latency [7] and
privacy [8] benefits of keeping data and compute at the edge.

D. Dispersion
The cloud provides a relatively limited number of geo-

graphical compute locations, often called “regions”. As a
result, developers normally manually plan the geographical
distribution of their microservices based on (predicted) user
demand.

The fog, however, has a very high number of geographical
compute locations [7], making it difficult to manually select
where an application needs to run. Moreover, automatically
distributing fog native applications based on individual end
user requests can be challenging because of the sheer volume
and diversity of them. Although this might be feasible for
relatively static requirements such as a home automation
system, it falls short at the scale and variability of applications
such as video streaming and social networking.
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III. DESIGNING A FOG NATIVE ARCHITECTURE

This section introduces a number of fog native design
patterns which fit together into an architecture that tackles
the aforementioned challenges of bringing the cloud native
paradigm to the fog.

A. Overview
The proposed fog native architecture instigates a paradigm

shift where developers no longer define what should be
deployed. Instead, they define the desired behavior of the
application using intents. The system then dynamically com-
poses and deploys workflows of microservices, taking into
account a number of factors such as user location, network
topology, available infrastructure, and existing services. This
intent-based workflow construction permits much larger flex-
ibility than the traditional desired-state approach because the
orchestrator can change application topology and interchange
application components depending on where user demand is
for certain functionality and what infrastructure is available at
that location.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed fog native
architecture, consisting of three conceptual components.

• The discovery service is a registry of individual mi-
croservice templates enriched with metadata about their
functionality, characteristics and dependencies. This reg-
istry also tracks the offerings of the fog provider and
the functionality of already deployed microservices and
workflows.

• The workflow manager responds to user requirements
and either identifies a running workflow or uses intent-
based workflow construction, explained further in Sec-
tion III-B, to create a new workflow from scratch to
satisfy the user request.

• The fog mesh enables communication both between
microservices, and to end-users. It consists of a set
of interlinked service proxies, each of which provides
softwarized network services to a regional cluster of mi-
croservices, saving up valuable resources by removing the
one-to-one relationship between proxy and microservice.

The remainder of this section explains in detail the four
key innovations of this fog native architecture compared to a
traditional cloud native approach.

B. Intent-based workflow construction
As Section II-A explains, the fog’s heterogeneity escalates

the complexity for developers to describe their application’s
desired state. To tackle this challenge, we propose to dy-
namically create workflows based on user intents. This gives
the system flexibility to dynamically update the desired state
based on user demand, location and available infrastructure.
Following this approach, user requests provide a description
of the desired functionality, constraints, and tolerances. De-
velopers advertise microservice templates annotated with rich
metadata describing the functionality of each component, its
infrastructure requirements and its dependencies. End users re-
quest certain functionality, for example using using semantic-
based addressing similar to that proposed by Al-Naday et

Fig. 2. A fog native architecture showing a fog mesh supporting both internal
and external communication, and a workflow manager using a discovery
service to design and deploy microservice workflows based on user requests.

Fig. 3. Intent-based construction of a new workflow.

al. [11]. The system parses this request and matches the
intents with microservices, active workflows, fog offerings and
VNFs. The system then either directs the request towards an
existing workflow or dynamically constructs one that meets the
demand. The resulting workflow can consist of microservices,
VNFs, and XaaS offerings.

As shown in Figure 3, when constructing a new workflow,
the workflow manager selects a number of microservices and
offerings using a matching logic which takes into account the
locality of the end-user and workflow constraints in order to
ensure the required QoS. The resulting workflow takes the
form of a desired state model that contains multiple connected
components such as microservices and offerings. This model
is delegated to lower-level orchestrators such as Kubernetes
and/or deployed as VNFs. As a result, the practical implemen-
tation of requested functionality is different depending on the
geographic location of the end-user, available infrastructure,
and available microservices. Note that this work is focused on
laying the foundations of intent-based workflow construction;
leaving optimization solutions for future work.

C. Fog mesh providing inter-microservice connectivity
Internal connectivity in a cloud native environment is fa-

cilitated by a service mesh. As stated in Section II-B, the
current generation of service meshes are not well adapted to
the resource constraints of the fog. Addressing this challenge
requires removing the one-to-one relationship between sidecar
proxies and microservices, and adding regional awareness
from a network standpoint. The resulting fog native service
mesh, “fog mesh”, automatically groups microservices into
a number of regional clusters based on network constraints.
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For example, microservices which are close to each other
from a latency and network bandwidth perspective could
share a single sidecar proxy. This vastly reduces the overhead
required for the sidecar approach. Moreover, using this fog
mesh, inter-microservice communication can use performant,
not necessarily user-friendly, protocols. This mesh can be
implemented as a flexible network of decentralized network
functions.

D. Fog mesh providing external connectivity
The API gateway pattern is difficult to implement in the

fog due to the heterogeneous network latency and possible
spread of workflows over multiple regions, as explained in
Section II-C. Therefore, this architecture automatically dis-
tributes the API gateway functionality by merging it into the
fog mesh. Each fog mesh proxy acts as an ingest point for the
microservices connected by the proxy, providing service-based
handling of internal-external communication, automatically
configured based on local needs. This effectively merges the
concepts of “service mesh” and “API gateway” into a single
“fog mesh”, which provides this functionality in a distributed
manner.

This has two advantages: firstly, it regionally distributes API
gateway functionality automatically based on microservices
and network constraints as explained in Section III-C. As a
result, user requests and responses can be handled by the
gateway in the region closest to the user, without the need for
redirection to a central API gateway. Secondly, it removes the
need for an additional service: fog mesh proxies handle both
internal and external communication. This results in lower
resource usage overhead.

Additionally, to fully utilize the potential for optimized
communication, responses from microservices to end-users do
not leave the fog mesh from the proxy closest to the last
microservice, but from the proxy closest to the client. This
fog mesh then translates the communication into a protocol
tailored to the end user device, such as HTTPS in case of a
browser. Notably, narrowing down the requests admitted by a
proxy to those targeting the proxy’s microservices combined
with having a generally smaller number of users by virtue of
locality is foreseen to incur a manageable state in the proxy.

E. Fog mesh providing end-user aggregation
In a cloud environment, the geographical distribution of

an application is often manually designed by the application
developer based on historic records of use and availability
of cloud regions. This is infeasible in the fog, however, due
to its high number of geographical compute locations as
outlined in Section II-D. Thus, a fog native scheduler is needed
which distributes a microservice workflow based on end-user
demand. Automating this distribution, however, is non-trivial
due to the higher dispersion of users, causing higher demand
variation and thus increased pressure on the fog scheduler.

To address this challenge, this architecture includes the
novel design pattern of aggregating end-users and their work-
flow requests by the fog mesh. This allows the scheduler to
make decisions on aggregations of end-user requests instead

of individual requests, lowering the demand for scheduling
decisions. Since, as explained in Section III-D, fog mesh
proxies act as the ingress point for local end-user requests,
they have the required information to aggregate user requests
for similar functionality into regional groups.

This, however, means that the end-user from a scheduling
perspective is an aggregate and not the actual end-user. Since
the fog mesh uses the scheduling information in order to
manage communication, it will only be able to manage the
connection up to the component acting as the aggregator. To
ensure the aggregate component knows how to manage the
connection to the end-user, this pattern introduces a response-
path token uniquely identifying the end-user. This way, a
workflow which, from a scheduling perspective, has a single
end-user, can fan-out to an aggregate of nearby users.

IV. EXAMPLE: DECISION-SUPPORT IN THE FOG

This section outlines a pathway towards system-level im-
plementation of the architecture, through an example use
case of UAV-based disaster management; enabling a dynamic
decision-support system based on live drone feeds for aiding
first responders. Autonomous drones observe the incident area,
interpret the data and provide an action list prioritized on
urgency or danger to responders as shown by Moeyersons et
al. [12].

Due to the unexpected nature of most incidents, proactively
designing and deploying decision support pipelines on location
is not possible. Due to the high bandwidth and low latency
requirements of the decision support pipeline, running them
on a centralized data center will negatively affect both the end
user experience and strain the network resources. Therefore,
this requires a system that dynamically designs and schedules
local workflows based on responders’ needs (i.e. intents)

Figure 4 illustrates the example using the proposed fog-
native architecture. A subset of fog mesh proxies may already
be active at the responders’ site while others have yet to be
instantiated at the incident site. The proxy’s implementation
can build on experience gained from sidecar and API gateway
technologies. The workflow manager and discovery service
are placed in the network, possibly at the responders’ site,
having latency-bound communication with both end-user prox-
ies. Notably, this example assumes a single instance of each
management service controls the fog resources of both sites of
interest; otherwise, distributed instances of each service might
be needed.

In this example behavior, an emerging incident may trig-
ger an intent-based workflow request by the responders’
proxy (A), describing required tasks and data, including video
feeds. The workflow manager interacts with the discovery
service (B), to identify existing components and data. A subset
of microservices may already be available, while others - such
as the drone feed - are yet to be established. Upon arrival
to the scene, the drone uses a fog proxy to advertises an
intent-based description of its video stream to the discovery
service (C). The latter informs workflow manager to complete
the construction of the workflow. The deployment of the
workflow is delegated to lower-level orchestrators. In this
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Fig. 4. Overview of the proposed fog native architecture enabling drone-based decision support for crisis response teams through matching of responders
intents with offered microservices and data.

example, the workflow manager contacts a K3S edge node and
uses a Kubernetes relationship orchestrator [13] to deploy an
undistributed composition of microservices (D). After a suc-
cessful deployment, the workflow manager instructs the drone
to start transmitting the video stream (E) to be processed by the
workflow, i.e. by the microservices following their dependency
map in a hop-by-hop fashion. The last microservice delivers
the decision support outcome to the responders’ dashboard
after it completes.

V. EVALUATION

This section analyzes the impact of distributing workflows
over a fog ecosystem using the discrete event simulation
framework simmer [14]. The analysis illustrates the impact
of internal network latency and application metrics on the
perceived Quality of Service (QoS) of workflows distributed
over the fog compared to undistributed workflow allocation
in cloud systems. We present our results in terms of the
latency residual budget, corresponding to QoS by measuring
the difference between the latency threshold of a workflow,
specified by the end-user, and the observed response time. A
negative value indicates a violation of the latency agreement.

A fog-native network is modeled as a set of fog nodes
overlaid on top of a softwarized routing network. Traffic per
workflow is modeled as a set of simmer trajectories starting
from the user to the fog node of the first microservice; and
ending from the fog node of the last microservice back to
the user. The CPU capacity of each node depends on the
node’s tier, with cloud nodes having the highest CPU capacity
and edge nodes having the lowest. Similarly, network links
are characterized by their bandwidth capacity (Mbps) and
length (Km) with core links having the largest bandwidth
and longest distance and edge links having the smallest and
shortest counterparts. Propagation latency and the queuing
counterpart at each routing node are calculated using link
attributes, current state and data size. The processing latency of
the deployed microservices are derived from the CPU capacity,
current workload of a fog node, and task size. The total

response time is then calculated as the additive accumulation
of all latencies, between ‘user-to-first-microservice’ and ‘last-
microservice-to-user’.

For application workflows, the evaluation considers two
forms of dependency maps: Chain and Hub and Spoke (H&S).
In a Chain map, microservices are serially related to each
other; whereas in a H&S map, the first and last microservices
are hubs and intermediary ones are spokes. A workflow may
either be distributed (i.e. microservices assigned) over multiple
fog nodes, hence classified as Distributed or all corresponding
microservices are assigned to one fog node and so deemed
Undistributed. Moreover, each workflow is characterized by
a latency budget indicating the maximum tolerable response
time. Each microservice has a task size measured in number of
CPU cycles, and input and output data measured in megabytes.

The simulation assumes 100 workflows offered in the
network, each of which consists of 5 microservices selected
from a catalog of 1000. Each workflow has either Chain or
H&S dependency map. The CPU and data specification per
microservice is defined per scenario. For the network, we
consider the topology of the AT&T MPLS network of 25 nodes
and 114 links [15]. It assumes a 3�Tier fog network with:
tier-0 central cloud (2 nodes), tier-1 the smaller cloudLets (4
nodes) and tier-2 the highly constrained edge (8 nodes). The
fog nodes in each tier are placed randomly in the network. In
all the results, the CPU and bandwidth capacities of any tier
are approximately 10% equivalent of the upper tier. Finally, the
simulation assumes each switching node to connect between
1000 and 4000 end-devices, generating requests for workflows
at a rate of approximately 1500 requests per second.

A. Latency vs. distributability

This evaluation analyzes the interplay between workflow
dependency and infrastructure distribution, and the impact on
latency perceived by end-user.

Figure 5 shows the latency residual budget when varying the
distribution of the fog infrastructure, extending from the typi-
cal central cloud to a hierarchically distributed fog. The results
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Fig. 5. The latency residual budget when varying the fog infrastructure from
central cloud to hierarchical fog.

are shown for both undistributed workflows and workflows
distributed randomly over multiple fog nodes. The observed
latency residual budget for distributed workflows is lower than
for undistributed variants, illustrating the impact of network
latency on overall response time. Notably, the average residual
budget of H&S workflows is approximately 20% higher than
that of chain workflows, showing improvement as a result of
parallelizing microservice execution. Moreover, the residual
budget for distributed workflows decreases as the infrastructure
changes from central to distributed. This increased response
time is caused by

• additional communication latency from distribution of the
workflow over a larger number of fog nodes, and

• increased computation latency from the lower CPU ca-
pacity of edge infrastructure.

Interestingly, undistributed workflows in a hierarchical fog
perform no different from their counterparts in central clouds,
showing the reduction in communication latency is countered
by increased computation latency.

B. Latency vs. application metrics
Figure 6 shows the latency residual budget when having

variant task and data size. The results show the response
time for workflows of large sized data, (approximately 2-4
megabyte) is on average 10-25% higher than for small data
(approximately 0.5-2 megabyte), irrespective of the task size.
Nonetheless, workflows with large task size have, on average,
a higher response time by approximately 5-20% compared
with workflows of small task size, for the same data size.
This reveals the significance of communication latency when
having to transmit large volumes of data. The dependency
map and distribution also impact the perceived response time.
H&S workflows incur the quickest response time, even when
comparing distributed ones to undistributed chains. This shows
the effect of parallel microservice execution and the interplay
with CPU and link bandwidth capacities. Although the last
microservice in a H&S workflow waits for all the intermedi-
aries to complete, the combined execution and waiting time
remains smaller than that in undistributed chains. Although

Fig. 6. The latency residual budget for variant task and data size in a 3-tier
fog.

distributing a workflow reduces residual latency, the budget is
not exceeded, which means it can be a valid option to reduce
workload congestion by spreading compute load.

VI. CONCLUSION

Operational complexity, stringent resource constraints, vary-
ing internal network latency, and high granularity of geo-
graphic regions make the fog inherently incompatible with
the cloud native paradigm. To address this challenge, this work
proposes a fog native architecture along a set of design patterns
to facilitate flexible and dynamic provisioning of microservice-
based applications over the heterogeneous fog. Using intent-
based workflow construction, applications are composed of
loosely-dependent microservices selected to best match user
requirements. A novel fog mesh enables microservice group-
ing under one proxy, seamless user-microservice and inter-
microservice communications, and request aggregation. To il-
lustrate a pathway towards implementation of the architecture,
this article describes an example use case of drone-based
decision support for first responders in the fog. Evaluation
shows the impact of running microservice-based applications
in a fog ecosystem, confirming, for example, network latency
plays a bigger part in distributed workflow response time in
the fog compared to the cloud.

Future work is foreseen to provide a prototype of the
fog mesh and further investigate algorithms, optimizations
and implementations for translating intents into desired state
models. It will also further investigate management of data at
rest in the fog.
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